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According to magazine layout best practice,  
the folio is not a design opportunity—it should 
instead be an unobtrusive part of your layouts.  
But what do they know?
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c8n.design

illustrate,  
illuminate, 
describe,  
document,  
explain,
articulate, 
encapsulate,
capture,

“How do you demonstrate a thought?” 

There is a lot of hype about design thinking, 
what exactly is that? How do designers think 
differently from other people? Why are some  
designers better at it than others? What, 
How, Why and the Who in all of this is me. 
There is research (Dunning-Kruger Effect) that 
suggests that I believe others think and process 
information the same as I do, but apparently, 
they do not. I think different, something I have 
heard from others and often feel myself.  
To me, the essence of the design process is 
allowing new ideas and thoughts to surface  
and influence the direction of the design 
solution. To “trust the process,” we cannot know 
the best outcome at the start of the design 
journey, we should embrace the journey.  
To make a start, have a plan, but be open to all 
the possibilities you see and experience along 
the way. With an endeavour to avoid being rigid 
or single-minded. Doing so will allow chance 
to make Design (as a practoce and yourself) 
better. Perhaps, there is some good life advice 
in that too. 

So, let’s enjoy the design journey together.
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https://www.britannica.com/science/Dunning-Kruger-effect
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sea jellies
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04. catostylus m
osaicus

sea jellies

So beautiful to watch, their slow  
repetitive, rhythmical, expanding,  
contracting movement is mesmerising.

Their otherworldly shapes and forms,  
their translucent bodies are transcendent.

I could watch them all day and just get  
lost in their rare and exquisite beauty.

Their curves and lines are  
quite simply, magnificent.

Such underrated creatures, living a simple,  
rhythmical, but altogether majestic existence.

An exhibition of  
pencil illustrations by 
Christopher Ayton 

 
14th May 2020 – 12th June 2020 

 
Limited edition prints available for purchase by Christopher Ayton
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05. cyanea capillata

Draw, sketch, doodle or illustrate. I have never thought of myself as an illustrator (although I love 
using Illustrator) but it seems to be something I am pretty good at it, drawing that is. More recently  
I have included some of my drawings in design projects as seen here with the sea jellies. I have often 
been told I should sell them, for me though drawing is just another aspect of the design process.
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illuminate, 

Secrecy and the force of truth:  
countering post-truth regimes 
Susanne Krasmann 
Institute for Criminological Research,  
Universität Hamburg, Hamburg, Germany

Abstract

Post-truth regimes are disconcerting to the extent that they 
confuse the distinction between true and false and thus obfuscate 
and obstruct political debate. And they dismantle the secret by 
imitating its habit: they constantly make claims while leaving us 
to guess what exactly the true content is — or whether there is 
any content at all. In an imagined world without secrets, there 
would be no curiosity or confidentiality, no sincerity or trust, and 
no political possibility of thinking otherwise. Analysis of the logic 
of secrecy, the article argues, helps us to revisit the established 
confidence in our culture in the force of truth, and to confront a 
challenge post-truth regimes pose: that to establish truth involves 
affective force. Contrary to the common belief that truth — and 
secrecy — is something to be revealed, a Foucauldian reading 
suggests that to mobilize truth requires both truthfulness and a 
moment of creation. Truth relies on the secret but will always only 
emerge on the surface.
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It goes without saying that political theory, in a fundamental assumption, insists on 
the commitment to facts as being essential to liberal democracies. Facts constitute 
the reality we are to agree upon, also and notably as a matter of dispute: the better 
argument is the one based on objectifiable facts and, something that should not 
be forgotten, on rational arguments or deliberation instead of merely ventilating 
opinions. This is why post-truth is considered to be so disconcerting and a threat to 
democracy,19 as the OED’s juxtaposition reveals when prominently defining post-truth 
as ‘relating to or denoting circumstances in which objective facts are less influential 
in shaping public opinion than appeals to emotion and personal belief.’20 To be sure, 
political theory has also struggled with the juxtaposition of facts and opinion. In her 
essay on ‘Truth and Politics’, Arendt (1967) famously attributed a ‘despotic character’ 
to truth that would counter the richness of political debate and the possibility of 
dissent. However, assuming that nobody has a privileged access to truth, Arendt  
(1968, p. 86; see Strong 2012, p. 342) also conceded that truth is what binds people 
together and will ‘reveal itself ’ through communication.

Whereas political theory tends to rather normatively presuppose a will to truth,  
even if accepting ‘the virtues of mendacity’ (Jay 2010), it is in the literature on secrecy 
where the idea of an intrinsic force comes into view, as if to revitalize the venerable 
belief in our culture that ‘at the length truth will out.’21 Indeed, as Fenster (2014,  
p. 360) observes in a systematic analysis of governmental information control:  
secrecy is implausible, precisely because in liberal societies it ‘is paradoxically a very 
public issue’. ‘The more secrets, and the deeper they are kept’, the higher are the 
political costs of keeping them.22 But if we do not want to merely reduce secrecy’s 
force to a culture of transparency, why exactly is it, as Gibson (2014, p. 285) puts it,  
that ‘secret-holders suffer a keen temptation to share what they know’? 23 At stake, 
obviously, is more than the mere desire to talk to other people, to share information 
and to get together.

One impellent for the force of truth, Gibson (2014, p. 285) assumes, is that ‘the truth 
has survival value’; deception is therefore at a disadvantage. And indeed, without 
any Darwinian undercurrent, we may accept our general ability ‘to see through 
deceptions’ and to correctly identify threats and opportunities as being useful, if not 
indispensable in life. Otherwise, ‘reality’ strikes back: to let ourselves be deceived by 
others might in the long run turn out to be as dangerous as ignoring the cars when 
crossing a street. Yet, reasonable confidence in the force of truth does not explain the 
affective moment of ‘suffering a keen temptation to share’ what we keep away from 
others. Getting back to Simmel here provides us with two clues. One is that hiding a 
secret affects, even if unwittingly, ‘the whole relationship’ between the parties involved 
(Simmel 1906, p. 462): ‘Secrecy sets barriers between men, but at the same time offers 
the seductive temptation to break through the barriers by gossip or confession’  
(1906, p. 466). If truthfulness, towards oneself as well as towards others, is the 
appropriate way to tear down these barriers, it is apparently also this move that 

establishes and intensifies a relationship. And there is a further affective moment 
Simmel (1906, p. 465) portrays as emerging as an effect of the game of appearance and 
disappearance, or enclosure and disclosure: ‘Secrecy involves a tension which, at the 
moment of revelation, finds its release. […] – just as the moment of the disappearance 
of an object brings out the feeling of its value in the most intense degree’.

Affective forces are genuinely relational, they affect and are affected by other forces, 
and what they bring into being is what happens in-between – the confession or gossip 
that establishes a closer relationship between people, or the game of appearance and 
disappearance that, independent of its content, brings the value of an object into 
being. If their preferable mode of operation is through tension and intensities  
(see Deleuze 1988, p. 71), affects are nonetheless tied to language and meaning 
(Knudson and Stage 2015). Hence, while the famous sociologist is mocking about  
‘the logically fallacious, but typical, error, that everything secret is something essential 
and significant’ (Simmel 1906, p. 465), we might still wonder whether secrecy’s 
affective force ultimately only holds as long as there is substantial ground to believe 
in its actually carrying a particular truth – or, to put it another way, as long as we 
can expect that it conceals something worth sharing. How else could we accept 
how powerful the ‘secret as secretion’ can be, as Deleuze and Guattari (1987, p. 287) 
contend: ‘The secret must sneak, insert, or introduce itself into the arena of public 
forms; it must pressure them and prod known subjects into action.’

Focusing on the subject of ‘truth-telling’, Foucault (2014), especially in his later 
lectures, develops a sophisticated approach that binds the historically established 
value of truth together with a theory of its emergence. In his entire work on regimes 
of thought, or epistemes, Foucault never questioned the idea of truth as such, but was 
interested in how the different ‘games of truth’, and attendant modes of distinguishing 
truth from falsehood, ‘could appear in history and under what conditions’, and how 
particular modes of ‘veridiction’, or speaking the truth, are established (2014, p. 20).24 
Truth, he argued in his studies on Christian practices of confession, on the subject in 
juridical systems, or the history of sexuality and the hermeneutics of the self, in our 
hemisphere is ‘effectuated through the subject’ (see Vogelmann 2014, p. 1073), and truth 
is what constitutes the modern subject.25 A critical moment of this constitution is the 
subject’s avowal of a particular truth, that is, through binding oneself to the truth one 
‘verbalizes’ (Lorenzini and Tazzioli 2018, p. 74). As Foucault (2014, p. 16) points out:  
‘It implies that he who speaks promises to be what he affirms himself to be, precisely 
because he is just that.’26 Avowal is not merely a statement that says the evident (like  
‘I am like this’); nor is it just a promise (‘I will be truthful’) – whether sincere or not, 
the promise does not follow the logic of true or false (Foucault 2014, p. 16). An avowal 
is neither arbitrary nor voluntary. It entails truthfulness as well as a moment of 
creation. Although requiring a capacity and a willingness to empirically ‘recognize 
the truth’ (Foucault 2005, p. 17)27 – about oneself, about what one feels, what one did or 
experienced – sincerity and accuracy are not enough.28  

Commitment, even passion, need to be involved. Avowal is a particular mode of 
affectation, of relating to oneself and to others, and it comes with ‘a certain cost of 
enunciation’ (Foucault 2014, p. 15). It means exposure, not only due to the risk of being 
rejected, or ignored, but also due to its capacity to modify relationships. Avowal is 
formation and self-formation: it modifies one’s relationship to others but first and 
foremost to oneself. It ‘ties the subject to what he affirms’ (2014, p. 17) in the double 
sense of affirming what one is (now), or has been and has done (in the past), and what 
or who one is supposed to be (in the future). There is, strictly speaking, no subject 
previous to the truth one ‘avows’. Yet, the avowal may also transform, in the very 
moment of enunciation, what has just been affirmed to be the case. Once I recognize 
the truth about myself, it changes the relationship to myself – and it changes that 
particular truth.29

If we want to assess the value of truth in our culture, how the truth asserted itself  
as an indispensable ground of our being and self-understanding, and in this sense as 
an appealing ‘force’ (Vogelmann 2014, p. 1073), we have to approach it historically. As 
Vogelmann (2014, pp. 1066–1067) has expounded recently, for Foucault this involved 
being careful not to relativize truth (in a succession of historical understandings of 
what counts as truth for particular people) and upholding the matter as a question 
of contestation. Foucault (2002) therefore distinguished between knowledge (savoir), 
as the condition of possibility of true-apt statements, and cognition (connaissance), 
as that which counts as a true statement in a particular period. This move allows 
for historicizing truth as that which is accessible only within a particular regime of 
thought without rendering it just contingent. As something that is deeply ingrained  
in our (occidental) conception of the world, and political thinking, truth thus 
appears as a powerful ‘fiction’ that, not unlike crime, madness, sexuality, and society 
(Vogelmann 2014, p. 1075), is able to produce ‘effects in the real’ (Foucault 1991, p. 81). 
Yet, obviously, there is something more special to the truth that, as an affective force, 
ties the subject to itself in a double sense (see Foucault 2000b, p. 331): to the desire for 
the truth as that which is to be found and imagined, and to the affirmation towards a 
particular truth that in the moment of telling will also be invented. Foucault’s (2014, 
p. 20) main interest was in a ‘political history of veridictions’ in institutional contexts 
like the juridical or medical regimes where the subject is obliged to tell the truth 
about him- or herself and thus bound, and in a way restricted, to that truth. In short, 
the focus is on the power-effects of truth-telling as a technology of the subject. Yet, in 
the present context, we may use this figure of avowal as an analytical tool that allows 
us to capture the co-constitutive moment of establishing the truth: what is, or will 
count as being, true has to be brought into being. This perspective will also enable 
us to further unpack the relationship between secrecy and post-truth regimes and 
to figure out why the secret, or a particular understanding of it, is indispensable for 
thinking the political.

a secret truth the force
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To believe in its existence is to 
affirm its existence, and it is 
to believe that there is a truth 
that might come to light. 

“

”
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The secret, we might think, is about the arcane, the unknown, the content it conceals, 
and therefore difficult to access. But the secret is also talkative, as nothing is taken 
by itself a secret. It needs to be designated as such. Think of the treasure chest in my 
garden: it is not the fact that I have buried it there that constitutes the secret, but my 
determination that this fact is my secret. We must conceive of something as a secret 
so as to be aware that we need to conceal it.1 The secret in this sense is always already 
shared: I tell myself that this is my secret, or I tell somebody else that this is our secret. 
Yet the secret that makes its appearance in the public sphere does not reveal its secret, 
it does not tell us what but rather that we do not know (see Gilbert 2007, p. 26) — ‘the 
secret of the secret’ is that it makes one of itself (Derrida et al. 1994, p. 246, Taussig 1999, 
p. 58). It is not only about concealing, but also enjoys entering the public as a secret 
(see Birchall 2014, Kearns 2017, p. 17). It surfaces, so to speak, and thus exposes itself.2

From the outset, the secret is vulnerable, but, as we will see, its vulnerability is also 
what makes for its strength. However, post-truth regimes undermine secrecy, precisely 
because they echo its logic. They are parasitic on secrecy, as they imitate and pervert 
its habit: they let claims constantly surface thus leaving us to guess what exactly 
their true content is — or whether there is any content at all. Post-truth claims might 
be false and misleading, even bullshit, but they may also very well be true. They are 
disconcerting to the extent that the distinction between true and false, form and 
content dissolves. But they may also remind us of the value of truth — and that our 
understanding of truth deserves some readjustment. Without unravelling general 
theories of truth, analysis of the logic of secrecy, it will be argued, helps us to revisit 
the established confi- dence in our culture in the force of truth. Rather than truth, 
or secrecy, being something to be revealed, Michel Foucault’s conception of avowal 
suggests that to mobilize truth requires both truthfulness and a moment of creation.

Outlining the logic of secrecy as one that consists in concealing and surfacing will 
allow us, in a second step, to capture how post-truth regimes echo and convert this 
logic, thus not only dismantling the secret but also obfuscating and obstructing 
political debate. To talk of post-truth here is not to say that we actually live in an era 
post truth (Corner 2017).3 The term rather denotes a particular mode of thinking and 
acting of which the 45th President of the US has already become an epigone, which 
is why his utterances will serve in the following as an example to delineate some 
characteristics of contemporary post-truth thinking. Inspecting, thirdly, the affective 
force of truth, perhaps nowhere made more explicit than in the literature on secrecy, 
will lead us in a final step to the political implications of our considerations. Drawing 
on the critical literature on secrecy allows us to further elaborate in what sense the 
secret might be conceived of as a precondition of thinking ‘otherwise’ — while the 
truth will always only emerge on the surface. This approach might also be understood 
as a response to the unpa- latable literature that attributes the current crisis of 
truth to post-structuralism, or even more diffusely, to post-modernity – thereby 
confounding ‘suspicion of reason’, a critique of rationality and sensitivity for the  
force of text with pure relativism.4

From the outset, the secret is 
vulnerable, but, as we will see, 
its vulnerability is also what 
makes for its strength.

“

”
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What an illuminating, self-reflective project this turned out to be; taking an academic article by  
Susanne Krasmann and creating a publication for it. It allowed me to re-visit taking images of how 
the light plays on the walls near my front door. These images, for me, are about truth, reality and 
surface which are all topics discussed in the article. It was a personal journey which I documented  
as a foreward to the publication.
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DCO30002 - Design for Production Project 2: Classic reboot
0741590 - Christopher Ayton   23

Cover variations
Further refinement of cover designs. 
Presented here with spine and extensions to 
fold over as a dust jacket. 5
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 25 Ringwood East
 17 Ringwood North
 25 Heathmont
 8 Croydon

N The Crispy Catch
P (03) 9870 7476
A Burnt Bridge Shopping Centre, 2a/434 Maroondah Hwy, Ringwood East VIC 3135
E Takeaway, Delivery

C Fish & Chips

Rachel G [90 reviews · 75 photos] 
2 months ago
The grilled snapper was nice and thick and 
cooked beautifully. The sweet potato cakes 
were homemade and absolutely delicious,  
I was very impressed. The potato to batter  
ratio was perfect. Not too thick, not too thin. 
Didn't wait too long either.

Daniel L · Local Guide [67 reviews · 20 photos] 
4 months ago
I've bumped up my rating from a 4 to 5 because 
after a couple of years of living in Ringwood,  
I'm happy to report, this is the best F'n'C shop  
in the area... Friday's are busy, but they are  
consistently good, decent prices & friendly staff. 
Nice work!

Gary K [2 reviews] 
5 months ago
Best fish and chip shop hands down. Best chips, 
best burgers, freshest fish. South Melbourne 
dim sims and potato cakes are awesome.  
The best place to get fish and chips. These  
guys take it to a new level.

Peter S [25 reviews · 2 photos] 
7 months ago
Best fish and chips I've had in a while! Will be 
back for more... it is further away than my usual 
but the taste is much better!

Happy Mama · Local Guide [27 reviews] 
a year ago
I wish I could leave more stars. This has got  
to be the best fish and chips in the area, and 
they're now open Mondays!!! We had a family 
pack on Monday with a Greek salad. Everything 
tasted like really good quality food, the salad 
was made fresh and full of everything you want 
in it. Not a cheap salad with one olive and mainly 
lettuce, like some places. It was all delicious.  
Kids loved the fish bites, flake was of good  
quality and not like every other rubbery piece 
you buy elsewhere in the area. Really impressed 
and will definitely be back. Please don't ever 
compromise on your food quality - one of the 
best fish and chip shops ever!

*

*
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N Eastwood Fish & Chips
P ((03) 9870 2378
A 89 Bedford Rd, Ringwood East VIC 3135
E Takeaway, Delivery

C Fish & Chips

Matthew J [6 reviews · 12 photos]
a week ago
New & Kind owners, fresh new interior and food 
quality is much higher.

Ron T · Local Guide [488 reviews]
a month ago
I have been dealing with this shop since 1967, 
always fantastic food and friendly service

Kurt C · Local Guide [28 reviews · 34 photos]
4 months ago
Consistently great food, love their chips and 
potato cakes. Always fresh and seems like fresh 
oil unlike some places the chips taste off.

Will continue to go here while we can!

Mark B [11 reviews · 148 photos]
a year ago
I love these fish and chips, would have to be the 
best in the area, I have been coming to this shop 
for over 30 years, although the shop has  
changed hands the product has stayed the 
same. One of the few remaining shops with 
hand made chips and potato cakes. For my work 
i drive all around the eastern suburbs and have 
tried many F&C shops, most shops sell those 
horrible frozen yellow powdery chips, I hope they 
keeping making their own!

Russell S · Local Guide [42 reviews · 3 photos]
a year ago
Eastwood fish and chips is the best I have tried 
in the whole Ringwood/ Croydon area.  
Always tasty

Mrs N [4 reviews]
2 years ago
I make a phone order every friday night. Very 
good service. Asked for steak and onion, and 
they changed it to egg and cheese at my 
request. I am pleased with the shop owners  
and would recommend to all locals

M Knight · Local Guide [12 reviews · 19 photos]
3 years ago
Excellent burgers we travel for these...

The Burger in the pic is my custom, they are one 
of the few that stock sweet chilli sauce. The  
burgers in this shop have NEVER disappointed, 
the Quality is ALWAYS there, as is the freshness. 
(Side note : requesting uncooked onions makes 
a HUGE difference to taste) This place is always 
willing to please and the quality shows with 
every bite...

吴家星 [2 reviews]
4 years ago
Lovely food. Been coming here for 17 years, sad 
to see the owners go but good to know it's still 
running within the family. Food is still cooked just 
like before.

Lisa N [2 reviews]
4 years ago
Great burgers. Love the homemade chips, only 
shop around that actually make own chips. 
Cheap fish that tastes great as well.

200019901980 2010 202520222019

ENT The Trustee for Y & K FAMILY TRUST
ABN  15 328 165 517

Caption goes here
x
x
x
x
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explain,

Designed for low production cost as a single colour guide book to be printed on coloured stock. This 
project was born out of the limitations of Victorian COVID-19 lockdowns, during which I spent time 
walking my local streets taking photos. This project presented an opportunity to create a photo 
walk guide book for others to hopefully find the same joy that I do on my walks. It documents some 
locations, inspiration and suggestions for making the best images you can.
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Apple, 2009-present
* Facilitating daily Today at Apple sessions with 
customers that inspire better understanding 
and use of Apple technology, unlocking creative 
potential and ongoing learning. There are 
sessions for all ages and levels of experience.
* Training new staff at all levels, both in 
Melbourne and interstate promoting our strive 
for excellence in customer service,  
a commitment to sustainability, and being 
an ambassador for a leading brand in the 
competitive technology space.
* Strong relationships with various stakeholders 
has always been a strong attribute of mine and 
aligns with the approach Apple takes across all 
customer touch points in the business.

EOC Group, 2006-2009
* Design, writing and editing of BURST 
magazine in physical and online form to support 
the National Careers & Employment Expo.
* Coordinating with the marketing team 
to produce a marketing pack to provide 
information to clients about the various services 
offered by our company.
* Creation of marketing materials for National 
Careers & Employment Expo, I was also required 
to attend the Victorian events to capture content 
for further promotion online and in print media.

Swinburne University of Technology, 2002-2006
* Creating content and delivering lessons 
consistent with Swinburne guidelines across 
Certificate II and Advanced Diploma level 
courses in Interactive Media.
* Grading submissions and providing ongoing 
written and verbal feedback to students.

Channel 1 Creative Media, 2001-2002
* Various graphic design and video editing 
responsibilities including a company re-brand 
plus, catalogues and television commercials  
for JB HiFi.

Self-employed - the soft drink factory, 2001-2010
* Various projects including; corporate 
identities, e-learning CD-Rom, packaging and 
photography.

Creative Access  
(Sausage Interactive, Method), 1999-2001
* Various web based projects for clients 
including; Telstra, Encyclopædia Britannica 
and Australian Formula One Grand Prix. This 
included testing websites for browser and OS 
compatibility.

Education
* Bachelor of Design - Communication Design  
& UX Interaction Design Majors, 2020-2022.
* Certificate IV in Workplace Training and  
Assessment, 2003-2004.
* Advanced Diploma of Electronic Design and  
Interactive Media, Swinburne University of 
Technology, Wantirna Campus, 1997-1998.
* Diploma of Arts - Design, Swinburne University 
of Technology, Wantirna Campus, 1995-1996.

´ ´

The journey for me started in the early days of 
the internet. As with my approach to the creative 
process, the path has taken many twists and 
turns. My path has not always been clear and 
well-defined, which is how I find design. There is 
a goal with many ways to get there. Sometimes 
an opportunity appears along the way that 
needs exploration, possibly leading to better 
options and when not, still valuable to rule out.

Design thinking is a critical component in all 
design and is becoming a valued attribute in 
those making significant contributions to our 
world. My ability to think creatively and draw 
connections between disparate concepts 
or pieces of information is a strength. Data 
visualisation is a passion of mine. I believe 
it has real potential in the area of Strategic 
Design in terms of the data gathered through 
research and being able to share that with 
key stakeholders, plus presenting relevant 
information to customers.

I believe that the design process should always 
be human-centred. The best design results 
emerge through research combined with 
emerging technologies and brand strategy 
to accomplish behaviour change. Influencing 
change positively is an admirable pursuit of 
design.

The opportunity to positively impact the lives of 
our greater community, particularly at this time 
of upheaval in the existing systems of our world 
as we navigate our way to new and different 
operating protocols, would be so rewarding. 
It holds inherent challenges, no doubt, but an 
opportunity with the promise of revolutionary 
outcomes for all involved.

So hopefully, I have illustrated, illuminated, 
described, documented, explained, articulated, 
encapsulated, captured and demonstrated 
my skills and talents as a creative person in this 
portfolio. Please reach out if you would like to 
know more.

Explaining the ideas and design directions in my 
head is not something I typically relish; I often 
feel I need to justify myself, like a child getting 
asked what their drawing means. 
As I write this, considering what is ahead for 
me, I am reflecting that the need to show and 
explain concepts to clients and colleagues will 
be required. It certainly gets me thinking, is 
there a reason I am not fantastic at articulating 
ideas? Is it because I fear judgement or pilfering 
of my ideas? Perhaps I am reluctant to take on 
the suggestions of others when they hear my 
ideas as they invariably have their thoughts and 
opinions. Or is it just because I am arrogant and 
believe that my ideas are good and that I should 
not need to explain them to anyone else?
Dig a little deeper there is some truth there. 
Sharing thoughts on a design direction and 
describing it with words will never do justice. 
Further, what I visualise may be different to 
those in the discussion, be it client, designer, 
teacher or other. Therefore expectations and 
reality may never meet. Perhaps this is why 
clients see a design and want to change it, 
not because they do not like it but because it 
does not meet their expectations, something 
they could not explain before seeing a visual 
representation. Is it better to discuss only the 
parameters and tangible elements of the brief, 
agree on these, and then design the solution? 
Perhaps this is part of the driving force behind 

the proliferation of iterative design. To embrace 
the process of failing early and often. To produce 
visuals, to get them in front of the stakeholders 
early and reach a consensus before moving 
on. This process allows everyone to share the 
vision and all move in the direction of the goal. 
Alternatively, gaining trust from the client that 
you understand the problem and have their 
best interests at heart allows the designer 
freedom to create the appropriate solution and 
present it as such. It reminds me of Sagi Haviv 
explaining that the board of Chase Manhattan 
Bank needed convincing that the new logo by 
Chermayeff & Geismar was the correct solution. 
Also, someone commissioning an artist does 
not typically get the chance to say, “it’s good, 
but could you change my clothing to red in my 
portrait? I look better in red.”
Attempting to display the strength of my 
creative thinking ability will be challenging. 
It is advantageous to develop and execute 
projects that others would probably not think 
of that bring together some disparate ideas. 
I am determined to showcase my desire 
to incorporate art and design in the work I 
create. This concept may also be challenging 
to communicate. Without a laser focus on 
my goals beyond graduation, I know I want 
to create work that I am proud of and that is 
well-planned, well-designed, and meaningful. 
Proud of what I make as a designer myself, as a 

creative director leading a team, or as a teacher 
helping students realise their goals. I would love 
to be a designer who is sought after for the work 
that they produce, like an artist. It would mean 
working with clients who appreciate great 
design and possess similar values leading to 
more collaborative projects with better results. 
While not easy to achieve, it will likely take time 
and working on some high-profile projects. 
There are companies I admire and produce the 
type of work I would be happy to be involved in. 
Creating a portfolio to impress these companies 
will be no small feat. Although I am unsure if 
that is even what I want to do, the work still 
needs to meet that standard. A unique portfolio 
will be advantageous regardless of my direction 
post-graduation.

* Ideas and experience in abundance.

articulate, resume thoughts
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BRIEFS

BRIEFS

Classic fit. Added stretch for 
comfort and shape retention.

Recyclable packaging.

NORMAN underwear uses 
recycled ocean plastic 
and bamboo fibres with 
sustainably sourced co�on.

MACHINE WASH COLD -
GENTLE CYCLE. 
WASH WITH LIKE COLOURS. 
NON-CHLORINE BLEACH ONLY.
DRY PROMPTLY.
TUMBLE DRY NORMAL CYCLE - 
LOW HEAT / DO NOT IRON.
DO NOT DRY CLEAN.

One pair
Briefs

DCO30002 - Design for Production Project 1: Three packs
0741590 - Christopher Ayton   16

Hero Images
These are the three images I have chosen to 
represent the three varitions in the packs.
Each is based on a traditional tattoo design 
in the style of Sailor Jerry. Hallmarks of a 
tradtional tattoo are bold, black outlines, 
simple often single colour, and whip shading.

I felt that this style combined with the limited 
colour palette for this project were a great 
match. I also think that with the proliferation 
of all things hipster, this would be a viable 
solution to a modern underwear brand.

(As a little personal touch, the “MOM” design 
element on the back while representing a 
classic tattoo motif, also represents that my 
late mum would always give us underwear 
and socks at Christmas time.)

Swallow
Swallows are associated with the  idea of 
return due to the migratory habits of the 
birds and also because it was believed a 
sailor who died at sea would be carried  to 
heaven by birds.

Boxer
A Boxer represents the image of a gentleman. 
He symbolizes courage, resistance to life’s 
ordeal, survival and hope for success. Classy 
even if bruised, the boxer is a great tattoo 
idea for a man with values.

Anchor
Especially at sea, the anchor is the most 
secure object in a sailor’s life, making it the 
perfect symbol of stability. Anchor tattoos are 
often adorned with “Mom” or the name of a 
sailor’s sweetheart.
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encapsulate,

Sometimes our designs are for packaging, to encapsulate a product. Design for packaging becomes 
about experience design, no longer flat artwork, how does the user interact with the design and the 
package. For this project, three related designs were created based on Norman ‘Sailor Jerry’ Collins.
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capture,

A selection of images from my latest photographic series using the BitCam app on iPhone. With a 
constant fascination for capturing details of everyday life and presenting them in a way that others 
may not observe. Utilising monochrome and this app helps the process of seeing differently.
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demonstrate.

* Your favourite Air Max model.
* Number of Air Max pairs owned.
* Where are you from?
* What year were you born?

ITS IN ME,
ITS IN YOU

The four questions above became the fundamental components of the whole project, just like 
the four nucleotides in DNA. These questions would be some of what is asked of the people in the 
interviews. They inform the personalised generative logo for each interviewee, and also for the users 
of the website as they filter the video stories.
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